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Introduction
WHO WE ARE

Our manufacturing abilities are among the best
in the industry and our operating philosophy
insures that our clients receive the best
possible product and service available to
ensure that their expectations are not only met
but exceeded. Marrying state of the art
machinery with a dedicated staﬀ insures high
quality and on-time performance.
We listen to our clients and provide the
services that they need to allow them to focus
on other aspects of their business while we
handle the store interior. From Initial design
and engineering development through
manufacturing and ultimately installation, ACT,
Inc. provides you with a turn key solution while
meeting your budgetary needs.

Please contact us when thinking about your
next project and allow us an opportunity to
show you what a diﬀerence the right store
ﬁxture partner can make.
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Automated Cutting Technologies Inc. oﬀers
premium store ﬁxture design, manufacture,
and installation services to all sectors of the
retail industry. Our central location coupled
with extensive oﬀshore manufacturing
capabilities allows us to compete with much
larger companies eﬀectively and to our client's
advantage.

Seafolly is an Australian based woman's
clothing store that required a US
manufacturer to build ﬁxtures for their
new stores for the US market. ACT, Inc.
was the selected partner and the results
are outstanding.

Old World Charm
Patricia Nash Designs

ACT, Inc. worked with Patricia's vision to
develop a product line that is currently being
utilized to display Patricia Nash products in
over 1000 retail locations. The challenges
associated with this program would be too
much for many of our competitors- each
location requires surveys, renderings, and in
many cases customization of the product to ﬁt
the space but for ACT, Inc. it's all in a day's
work.
Bring us your concept and ideas and allow us
the opportunity to partner with you on it to
develop a superior solution at competitive
prices.
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Patricia Nash Designs is an upscale
designer and manufacturer of ﬁne Italian
Leather goods based in Knoxville
Tennessee. Patricia was looking for a store
ﬁxture company that could help her take her
vision from concept to reality. ACT, Inc. had the
ability to make new product look aged and
rustic while holding up in a retail environment
and oﬀering a cost-eﬀective solution.

Patricia Nash ﬁxtures utilize Distressed Veneer and
Hardwood, Metal, Glass, Vinyl, and LED lighting. e
ﬁnishing touch is provided by our proprietary distressed
ﬁnishes, something most companies simply can't duplicate.

Thunder Down Under
Seafolly

Laminates, Paint, Metal, and Glass to create an exciting
look and feel.

ACT, Inc.'s creative thinking and attention to
detail allowed us to provide ﬁxtures that make
the environment unique. The challenge on this
client's ﬁxtures is that most of the ﬁxtures are
curved, not just the fronts but the entire ﬁxture
which requires manufacturing skills that not all
ﬁxture companies possess. Fortunately for
Seafolly, ACT, Inc. was there to help them ride
the wave to success.
With ACT, Inc. as your ﬁxture partner you can
rest assured that no matter what the design or
ﬁnish we will be there every step of the way to
make your project successful.
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For Seafolly ACT, Inc. Utilized Veneer, Hardwood,

When Australian based Seafolly brought
their powerhouse brand to the United States
from the land down under in 2013 they
needed a ﬁxture partner who could provide
everything from design to delivery. Some of
the challenges associated with this client's
design centered around the shapes and
ﬁnishes of their ﬁxtures and cashwraps.
Fortunately, ACT, Inc. was up to the challenge
and provided them with everything they needed
to make a splash in the United States.

ACT, Inc. provided Cole Haan with store ﬁxtures utilizing
Wood, Metal, Powder Coat, Paint, Corian, Acrylic, Lighting,
and Fabric Benches.

Shoe Box Greetings
Cole Haan

As if that's not enough ACT, Inc. can utilize our
oﬀshore supply chain within these tight time lines
and we are frequently able to improve the clients
bottom line. And once we have completed
manufacturing we step in and support the
installation. It goes to the heart of our philosophy
which is to always put the client ﬁrst.

ACT, Inc.'s commitment to the client doesn't end when we complete manufacturing.
If the client requires installation support ACT, Inc. is there and will always put
their best foot forward.

Short time lines, cost constraints, and high
expectations for the ﬁnished product are not
barriers for ACT, Inc. When you want to
experience the best in class service available
give us a call and we'll show you where the
leather meets the road.
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Established in 1928 Cole Haan is one of
Americas oldest and largest purveyors of
shoes and accessories and ACT, Inc. is
proud of the history that we have had in
keeping them in the forefront in their
market. Like many retailers Cole Haan
operates at the speed of light and frequently
calls upon ACT, Inc. to design, manufacture,
and install a complete store in time frames no
one else can manage. Time after time ACT, Inc.
comes through with cost eﬀective solutions that
meet the toughest deadlines.

Our Services
WHAT WE DO

Once we understand your needs
we will work with you to bring
them to life with site surveys,
renderings, whatever it takes to
make your product shine.

When the concept is ready we will
engineer the product to your
exacting speciﬁcations to ensure
that you get the best product
possible at the most competitive
price.

We are experts at manufacturing
and procurement, with your
approval we will value engineer
your project and choose the
appropriate manufacturing
method based on your schedule
and cost constraints.

Once manufactured we deliver
and if required warehouse and
install all of your products. Our
experience in logistics will keep
things moving along.

Our follow up and support of
product that has been delivered to
the ﬁeld is second to none, we can
even manage your maintenance
and repair needs. ACT, Inc. is truly
a one stop shop for all of your
store ﬁxture and display needs.
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Our commitment to our
customers begins with the ﬁrst
contact, our team of talented
professionals will work with you
every step of the way to ensure
that you receive the absolute best
service in the industry.

L E T S TA L K !
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